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+441208880449 - https://www.facebook.com/Just-Shellfish-637741749574920/

A complete menu of Just Shellfish from Cornwall,Isles of Scilly covering all 12 dishes and drinks can be found
here on the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What User likes about Just Shellfish:
I had broken into port isaac for some seafood during a visit. what better than just shellfish! my partner and I

decided for something else and brought a fresh yarn sandwich. went and ate it from doc martins house, and it
was absolutely brilliant! super fresh, best sandwich I had for a long time! read more. The restaurant and its

premises are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physical disabilities. What User doesn't
like about Just Shellfish:

Came in “just Shellfish” on our stay in Port Isaac for a crab sandwich as it was recommended to us, well I wish I
hadn’t listened to that recommendation!!The girl serving us was extremely rude, arrogant and just seemed as

though serving us was beneath her!! And as for what she served us was just revolting...limp soggy bread and the
crab wasn’t fresh at all which left a horrible after taste, after two bites of this sa... read more. For the small

hunger in between, Just Shellfish from Cornwall,Isles of Scilly offers delicious sandwiches, healthy salads,
and other small dishes, as well as hot and cold drinks, Furthermore, the customers of the restaurant enjoy the

comprehensive selection of the differing coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant has available.
Furthermore, they provide you delicious seafood meals, Particularly fans of the British cuisine are excited about

the large selection of traditional menus and love the typical English cuisine.
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Sandwiche�
CLUB SANDWICH

So� drink�
JUICE

Coffe�
COFFEE

Sauce�
HOT SAUCE

MAYONNAISE

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

MEAT

BUTTER

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

PANINI

FISH

SANDWICH

OYSTERS

LOBSTER

MUSSELS

BREAD

SALAD
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Opening Hours:
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